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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The views expressed today are my own. They result from my research as an individual student of NY correction history. This paper is based on a 2-part web presentation posted on the website in Dec. 2009. 



Electrocution law 
enacted 6/4/1888 

to take effect 
1/1/1889. Earlier 
efforts to reform 

death penalty: 
1835 – end of 

public executions.
1860-62: Limit to 

1st degree murder, 
high treason.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On this date (June 4) in 1888, the Legislature enacted an electrical execution law to take effect the following Jan. 1.  It mandated the state take over executions using electricity, considered more humane than the rope.  Earlier reforms included ending public executions (1835) and limiting the number of capital crimes (1860) .



Horrifically botched hangings such as 
the slow strangulation of 

Alexander Jefferson on 
8/1/1884 at Brooklyn’s 
Raymond St. Jail fired 

drive for more humane
method. Linda Gilbert, 

reformer (‘mother of
inmate libraries’) had 

frequently visited him.
He was 1 of 9 hanged at the 1838 jail.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Botched executions such as that of Alexander Jefferson at Brooklyn’s Raymond St. jail fueled the drive for a more humane approach. He was 1 of 9 hanged there. His hanging was slow strangulation. It horrified the official witnesses who saw it and the general public who read about it. His frequent visitor, famed prison reformer Linda Gilbert, “mother of inmate libraries,” helped spread the word. 



#1 – Oneida Cty 3/14/89.
#2 – Ontario Cty 7/10/89.
#s 3, 4, 5, 6 NYC Tombs
8/23/89
Cases
not tied.
Victims
women. 

8 hanged after 1/1/89
for pre-1/1/89 murders.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Eight men were hanged after the electrical execution law’s effective date of Jan. 1, 1889 because the murders for which they were executed had taken place before that date.  The first in Oneida County, the second in Ontario County, Numbers 3 through 6 on the same day 8/23/89 at the NYC Tombs. The 4 not connected. All victims were women. 



#7 – ‘Handsome 
Harry’ Carlton

12/5/89 at Tombs.
Last in NYC. 

Fatally shot cop 
James Brennan 

who came to aid 
of a man whom 

Harry & his 
gang buddies 
were beating.

City

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NYC’s last hanging execution took place Dec. 5, 1889 at the Tombs. Henry “Handsome Harry” Carlton fatally shot NYPD officer James Brennan who had come to the aid of a man whom Harry and his gang were beating. A member of the force 14 years, Brennan left a wife and three children.  



#8–John Greenwall
(Greenwald) aka 

John Theodore 
Wild at Bklyn

Raymond St. Jail
12/6/1889 last rope 

execution in NYS.
Convicted as 

deadly shooter in 
case of burglary-

gone-bad.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The last of the 8 men executed by rope after the electrocution law’s Jan. 1, 1889 effective date was John Greenwall, aka John Greenwald, aka John Theodore Wild. He was also the last of the about 350 persons executed by rope in NYS from 1778. Whether he was precisely No. 349, or No. 350, or No. 351 is arguable.  But whatever his exact number in that sad sequence, he was indeed the last.



Poor farmer Joseph Chapleau on 
1/28/1889 beat to death well-off

farmer Erwin 
Tabor whom he 

said killed his 
cows. The 1st

electric chair 
sentence cut to 

life in prison 
due to pleas by 

jury, officials.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s fast forward a bit. A poor French-Canadian immigrant farmer in Clinton County, Joseph Chapleau was scheduled to become the first executed by electricity. He had killed a wealthy Yankee famer, Erwin Tabor whom he accused of poisoning his cows.  Well-aware of Tabor’s provocative character and Chapleau’s normally mild-mannered nature, the Clinton community petitioned Gov. David Hill to commute the sentence to imprisonment. Just four days before the scheduled first electrocution, the electric chair that had been set up for Chapleau at Clinton was dismantled and moved to Auburn Prison where Kemmler awaited it. 



1st  electrical execution: ax 
murderer Wm. Kemmler Aug. 6, 

1890 at Auburn Penitentiary. 
The issues in his case:

capital
punishment 
& method to 
be used, not 
the trial, its 

verdict or his 
guilt.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The electric chair was first used Aug. 6, 1890, at Auburn Penitentiary on axe killer William Kemmler. He had murdered his common law wife out of jealousy. 



Intrigues & legal moves of   
George Westinghouse (A.C.) vs. 
Thomas Edison (D.C.) delayed

implementation of the law.
Neither
wanted  

his 
current
known 
as a 

killer.Westinghouse Edison

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The chief questions in the case of Kemmler – the first of 694 executed by electricity in NYS from 1890 through 1963 – were issues about capital punishment itself and its method; not about guilt, or the fairness of trial. After axing his common-law wife Tillie Zeigler, Kemmler went to his neighbor and said, "I killed her, I had to do it. I meant to. I killed her. I'll take the rope for it.” Instead he took electricity for it, despite delay due to the Westinghouse vs. Edison tug-of-war. 



But precisely those validity-of-
process issues arise when

the long-forgotten case 
of the last man hanged

in NYS is 
studied. 

Began as
Raymond 
St. Jail 
history 

research.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In contrast to the 1st electrocution, validity-of-process issues emerge when the last rope execution case is studied.  I began it just to add an interesting fact to the jail’s history on our site.  Instead, I had opened a can of nasty legal worms.  



dead checking 
noise below at 

1071 Dekalb Av.
12:30 a.m. 3/15/ 

1887. Cellar 
street level. 

Neighbor ran to 
14th Pct. Hq to 

report break- in 
& murder. 

Lyman Smith Weeks shot 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Greenwall was the 9th man executed at the Kings County Jail that opened on Raymond Street in 1838.  His was the case of a house burglary gone bad. The home of the victim, Lyman Weeks, was one of a dozen two-story frame structures with street-level basements, on DeKalb Ave. near Stuyvesant Ave.  Break-in sounds at 12:30 a.m. March 15, 1887 prompted him to investigate, unarmed. Shot in the chest, he died almost instantly.  His wife’s screams out the window summoned neighbors; one ran a half dozen blocks to the 14th Precinct headquarters. Crime scene inspection indicated Weeks interrupted the burglar gathering up valuables and the victim had managed to throw a chair at the thief before being shot.  



Weeks, top staffer at Shethar & 
Sanford, NYC hatters, a kin of

Sanford
hat-making 

family.
$2,500 
reward.

Hat trade 
added

hundreds
more $$. Samuel Shethar Mayor Whitney

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By killing Brooklyn homeowner Weeks – 36, father of two small sons; staffer of a Manhattan hat firm with Connecticut roots, the burglar/gunman took the life of someone with whom hard-working, respectable and influential middle class New Yorkers on either side of the East River could identify. Weeks was kin in the hat-making Sanford family and a top member of the Shethar & Sanford staff in Manhattan. On March 18th, Brooklyn Mayor Daniel D. Whitney announced a reward of $2,500. Such well-intentioned rewards distort the investigative process. 



Insp. Byrnes

Effective, innovative, 
ruthless, dogged, self-

promoter, w/o scruples. 
Regarded by historians 
as corrupt as the rest in 

Tammany-era office.   

Bklyn & Kings not beat 
of NYC Insp. Thomas ‘3rd

Degree’ Byrnes’ but he 
involved himself in case 
& credited as ‘solving’ it. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brooklyn/Kings was not NYC Inspector Thomas ‘3rd Degree’ Byrnes’ turf but he involved himself in the Weeks case from the start and later took credit as ‘solving’ it. A most effective, innovative and formative figure in NYPD history, he also was rated as brutal in his methods, without scruples, a consummate self-promoter, and no less corrupt than others holding Tammany-era office. 



Tried to pin Weeks murder 
on Peter Inglis, an ‘extra,’ 

but the youth was well-
liked, articulate, believable.

Margaret Mather 
troupers publicly made 

known he had been with 
them in other cities at the 

times of crimes Byrnes 
sought to push against him. 

The charges crumbled.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Byrnes' detectives had arrested a man in a Manhattan case seen similar to a case that happened in Brooklyn’s 14th Precinct a few nights before the Weeks murder. Because he vaguely fit the sketchy description the widow gave of a man she saw hurrying away in the dark, the suspect also was targeted for Weeks murder. But the suspect, Peter Inglis, turned out to be a likeable, believable and articulate young would-be actor who worked as an “extra” with Margaret Mather troupers. They publicly made know he been with them doing shows in other cities at the time of the Manhattan and Brooklyn crimes that Byrnes, and apparently the Brooklyn DA, tried to pin on him. All charges against him crumbled.  



Conveniently diverting attention 
away from Inglis case collapse: 
emergence of John Greenwall,

E.F.C. Young, 
banker/‘pol’

Young mansion

German tailor & thief
who barely 
mumbled
in English. 
Picked up
as 1 of 4

NJ mansion
burglars.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Emergence of Greenwall in the Weeks case diverted attention conveniently from embarrassing collapse of charges against Inglis. German immigrant Greenwall could barely mumble in English, had a few non-criminal friends and had already done time in prison. There’d be no outpouring of sympathy him, however weak the case. Initially he and three others were accused of stealing silverware from the Jersey City mansion of banker-politician Edward F. C. Young. His estate became part of the campus of St. Peter's College.  



4/5/1887, Greenwall, John Baker and 
Paul Krauss arrested in Bowery flop 
house for NJ burglary. Contrary  to a

Byrnes later 
claim, Butch 
Miller wasn’t 

arrested then.
He already 
was in the 
Tombs on 

another case.   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Greenwall, John Baker and Paul Krauss were arrested April 5, 1887, at Phoenix House, a flop house at 52 Bowery. Contrary to Insp. Byrnes’ later retelling of the events, Charles "Butch" Miller was in the Tombs on an unrelated charge when he was also arrested in the case.



to see Byrnes, claiming Greenwall 1/2 
asleep told of killing Weeks during a 
break-in with Miller as lookout. Baker 
backed up Krauss’ story to Byrnes.

Miller 
away

in Tombs
may have
figured in

Krauss’ 
asking to

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Miller being away in Tombs may have served as opening to Krauss to sent word to Byrnes he “had something.” Krauss claimed Greenwall, after nightmares about the murder, made half-asleep admissions about killing Weeks during break-in with Miller as lookout. Brought to Byrnes, Baker backed up Krauss. 



Miller said he 
was near Weeks
home, not with 
Greenwall, but 
with Krauss. 

Route there: 
via Wmsburg 
steam ferry & 
Ralph Ave. 
horse trolley. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Miller said he had been near the Weeks home with Krauss, not Greenwall. Whomever among the four(Krauss, Baker, Miller and Greenwall) were the two at Weeks’ home, that pair would have traveled from Manhattan via a Williamsburg steam ferry and a Ralph Ave. horse trolley.  



At trial, Miller testified he refused to 
be look-out after Krauss showed him 
gun; wanted no part of any gunplay.

Instead went 
to local bar. 

A Krauss 
cellmate said 

Krauss in 
‘half-sleep’ 

admitted he 
shot Weeks.

Kings
County
Court
House

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At the separate Greenwall trial, co-defendant Miller declared that Krauss displayed the gun in a moment of bravado. Miller claimed he told Krauss that he wanted no part of any gunplay, quit as lookout and went to a nearby saloon instead. A Krauss cellmate testified Krauss himself had admitted in half-sleep he had shot Weeks.



DA sought to bolster 
case via an uncharged 
crime. Ridgway had 1 
‘sleep’ confession too 
many, Miller ID-ing 
Krauss as the killer, & 
eye witnesses who 
could only place man  
with hunchback Miller 
(Greenwall?) in the 
Weeks general vicinity.DA James Ridgway

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The most that the supposed eye-witnesses -- a ferry rider, trolley conductor and a saloon patron -- could do is place Greenwall in the vicinity of the Weeks home. With Miller saying Krauss, not Greenwall, had the gun at the Weeks house, and a Krauss cell-mate saying Krauss was the one making admissions after night-mares about killing Weeks, DA James Ridgway, facing re-election that year, felt need to bolster his case by introducing testimony about an uncharged crime. 



Greenwall at sentencing:
I’m innocent...I know
nothing of Mr. Weeks’ 
death. My blood will 
be on Mr. Ridgway, 
Judge Moore, & the 
jury. Moore declared:

satisfied with the jury verdict.” The  
incompetent testimony Moore let DA 
use involved an uncharged burglary.

“I am personally entirely

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At sentencing May 27, 1887, Greenwall exclaimed: "I am innocent of the murder of Mr. Weeks. I don't know anything about his death. Mr. Ridgway has convicted me and if I am hanged, my blood will be on him and on Judge Moore and the jury." Moore responded that he was "personally . . . entirely satisfied with the jury verdict.” The incompetent testimony that the judge let the DA use involved an uncharged burglary at a former Greenwall employer’s home. 



Earl’s 2/7/88 top court 
unanimous ruling over-
turning conviction reads 
like Trial Law 101 why 
uncharged crimes n.g. –
The defendant's guilt 
was not so clearly 
established by other 
proof that it can be said 
that this [incompetent] 
evidence was harmless. Justice Robert Earl

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On Feb. 7, 1888, justices on the NY’s highest court unanimously concurred with Justice Robert Earl overturning the verdict. The rule against uncharged crimes testimony was and mostly still is so basic to fair trial process, Moore and the DA could not have expected endorsement. Perhaps they hoped the high court wouldn’t have the nerve to stand on principle and throw out the conviction against an obvious criminal-type in such a high-profile case.  The opinion read, in part: “The defendant's guilt was not so clearly established by other proof that it can be said that this [incompetent] evidence was harmless . . . “



J. Andrews J. Danforth J. Finch

The evidence was clearly incompetent 
. . . It was objected to; the attention 
of the [trial] court [judge] and the 
district attorney was clearly called to 
its incompetency.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“The evidence was clearly incompetent . . . we cannot say that it did not have an important influence upon the minds of the jurors in reaching their verdict  ... It was objected to; the attention of the [trial] court [judge] and the district attorney was clearly called to its incompetency. . .”



J. RugerJ. Peckham J. Miller

. . . the error of its reception cannot, 
ought not to be disregarded. A person 
on trial for his life is entitled to have 
his case submitted to an impartial 
jury upon competent evidence. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“. . . the error of its reception cannot and ought not to be disregarded. A person on trial for his life is entitled to all the advantages the laws give him, and among them is the right to have his case submitted to an impartial jury upon competent evidence. “  



2nd trial resulted in guilty 
verdict, death sentence & 
NY highest court again 
unanimously critical of 
DA ‘improper’ conduct. 
His comment on having 
convicted the defendant 
before & vowing to “do it 
again” ran contrary to 
Criminal Trial Procedure 
Code Section 464.Court of Appeals

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2nd trial resulted in guilty verdict, death sentence & NY highest court unanimously again critical of DA ‘improper’ conduct. His comment on having convicted the defendant before & vowing to “do it again” ran contrary to Criminal Trial Procedure Code Section. 



Co-defendant Miller had not been 
called by the defense at the 2nd trial. 

19th

century 
courtroom

Ridgway tried to 
suggest what 
testimony Miller 
would have 
given had he 
taken the stand. 
Earl noted the 
DA shouldn’t 
have so spoken.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Co-defendant Miller hadn’t been called by the defense at the retrial but that didn’t stop the DA from trying in summation to suggest what testimony Miller would have given had he taken the stand. Earl noted the DA “should not have so spoken.”.” 



Unlike its opinion on 
the first trial’s appeal, 
the high court -- while 
again critical of DA’s 
misconduct  -- did not 
undo the 2nd trial’s 
verdict. The top panel 
deferred to the trial 
judge to instruct the 
jury that summations
were not evidence.

19th

century 
courtroom

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Unlike its opinion on the first trial’s appeal, the high court -- while again critical of the DA’s misconduct  -- did not undo the second trial’s verdict. The top panel deferred to the trial judge to instruct the jury that summations were not evidence. The Earl opinion declared: Here the trial judge, who heard all that was said and done upon the trial, refused to grant a new trial, and we are satisfied . . .



Only former Surrogate/District Judge

Abram H. Dailey

Abram H. Dailey, 
Greenwall’s last 
lawyer, sought 
to have another 
judge hear bid 
for a 3rd trial, 
citing Moore’s
‘prejudicial’ 
remarks after 
the first trial.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Appellate court deference to a trial judge was, and somewhat still is standard practice.  But today one would question presiding at retrial. a trial judge who “personally entirely approved” of the first trial guilty verdict and whose pro-prosecution rulings had caused first trial’s verdict reversal . Perhaps only a former judge in the twilight of his own career would have the spine for to challenge the presiding judge. That’s what happened, but to no avail, when former District Judge/former County Surrogate Abram H. Dailey became Greenwall’s last appellate attorney a week before the scheduled execution. He sought to have another judge hear the last-minute appeal, intimating sentencing remarks by Moore reflected a manner prejudicial to his considering the appeal.



High court justices may 
have been less inclined 
to defer to Moore if they 
had seen him, as did 
the Times and other 
reform forces, as part 
of ‘Bklyn Boss’ Hugh 
McLaughlin’s machine 
along with Ridgway. 
Times cited DA-Moore 
political teamwork.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The high court justices might have been less inclined to defer to Moore if they had seen him, as did the Times and other reform forces, as part of ‘Brooklyn Boss’ Hugh McLaughlin’s machine along with Ridgway. Times cited DA-Moore political teamwork.



NY Times: Ridgway & Moore teamed

Mayor David 
A. Boody

up to keep Grand Jury  
from indicting Mayor,

Aldermen, & other 
Bklyn officials on 

trolley franchise fix 
raps. Case raises 

question about the 
high court’s reliance 
on this trial judge to 

restrain this DA.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
That Moore & Ridgway were seen as part of McLaughlin’s political machine does not necessarily mean they would ever have allowed their political ties to influence their criminal justice system duties. But just such a suggestion was raised about them by the New York Times.  Brooklyn Grand Jurors probing alleged government corruption sought in 1892 and in 1893 to bring charges against Mayor Boody and other municipal officials. But they had been told by the DA they lacked jurisdiction to do so because the charges were misdemeanors, the sole jurisdiction of which Ridgway claimed rested with Sessions Court headed by Judge Moore who backed the DA's questionable interpretation of the applicable law on the question. The reported legal consensus elsewhere ran to the contrary.  



Lasting 
questions

about 
NYS’
Last

Hanging
Execution

www.
correctionhistory.

org

For more, click 
access icons on 

home page at 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This raises a question about the high court’s reliance on Moore to fairly assess the impact of DA Ridgway’s excesses. That question and others cited linger and cast unsettling shadows of doubt over the validity of the process by which the last man executed by rope in NYS was placed into that noose. This paper does not assert Greenwall innocent. Rather, research suggests that the process by which the two juries arrived at their verdicts appears so tainted as to warrant little confidence in the findings.  That said, we 21st Century folks ought to be in no hurry act as judge, jury and prosecutors over 19th Century criminal law practitioners, applying today’s standard backwards 120+ years. That would be a very flawed, not to say unfair historical analysis. Our current system isn't perfect either.
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